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Main message

Global data on COVID-19 cases and deaths

show that despite having 17% of the world’s

population, Africa has reported less than 3% of

global cases and less than 4% of deaths. Other

types of data tell a different story: that COVID-19

cases and deaths in Africa have been

underreported. The exact magnitude of

underdetection is unknown, and it is likely that

both the burden of disease and the magnitude

of underdetection vary across the continent

due to differences in determinants of health,

culture, demographics, health system capacity

and differential spread of COVID-19 among and

within African countries. That said, a close

review of existing evidence suggests three key

findings:

�. Mortality from COVID-19 has been limited by

the younger age structure of the population

of most African countries;

�. Early decisive action taken by many African

governments to limit the introduction and

spread of COVID-19 may have decreased the

burden of cases and deaths;

�. Under-detection and reporting of both

cases and deaths is pervasive around the

world but more so in Africa. Total tests per

capita and per reported case – including in

South Africa, which has reported by far the
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most cases on the continent – are

significantly lower across Africa than in

other world regions. 

Demographics alone are unlikely to explain the

magnitude of difference between COVID-19

death rates reported from Africa compared to

those reported from other world regions.

Excess mortality data (where it exists) and

other evidence—including autopsy data—

suggest that the number of people who have

died from COVID-19 in Africa is much higher

than has been reported.

It is clear that many people in Africa have

suffered calamitous health outcomes from

COVID-19. On top of this, people have suffered

health, economic, social and nutritional

distress due to secondary effects of the

pandemic, as detailed in a recent report.

Continent-wide collaboration among

organizations including the Africa Centres for

Disease Control and Prevention (Africa CDC)

and the African Union has strengthened

testing and supply chain capacity. But

additional global resources are needed to

increase capacity to detect and prevent the

spread of COVID-19—especially as countries

around the world experience dramatic surges

of cases and deaths driven by more

transmissible and potentially more lethal,

SARS-CoV-2 variants. Such capacity will help

ensure that COVID-19 responses are sufficient

and help to minimize secondary harms.

 

COVID-19 cases and deaths reported from

Africa 

There have been more than 4.6 million cases of

COVID-19 and more than 124,000 deaths

reported across Africa. These are high counts,

but they are relatively low compared to those

reported from other world regions. At the

beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, there was

great concern about what the pandemic might

mean for Africa due to a number of health,

demographic and economic factors. These

include: a high prevalence of infectious (e.g.,

HIV and tuberculosis) and non-infectious

comorbidities (e.g., cardiovascular disease,

diabetes, malnutrition); the fragility of many

health care systems; the relative inability to

shield vulnerable people from infection (many

older people live in large mixed-generational

households and the risk of transmission

within households is high); and challenges

implementing mitigation measures for those

living in poverty. Early models predicted that

Africa would experience high case and death

counts. Whereas a tremendous first pandemic

wave hit other regions in early 2020, Africa

appeared to experience a relatively slow, small

first wave. At the end of 2020, many regions,

including the African continent, experienced a

second wave; in Africa there was a  30%

increase in the number of new cases per day

compared with the peak of the first wave. In

South Africa, a surge of cases and deaths

overwhelmed hospitals, similar to the situation

in some of the hardest-hit countries in Europe

and the Americas. However, when the numbers

reported across the globe for the entire COVID-

19 pandemic are totaled, despite having 17% of

the global population, Africa has accounted for

less than 3% of global confirmed cases and

less than 4% of global deaths.

https://www.bmj.com/content/372/bmj.n334
https://preventepidemics.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/PERC-Finding-the-Balance-Part-III-12-May-2021.pdf
https://africacdc.org/covid-19/
http://www.healthdata.org/gbd/2019
https://www.sdgfund.org/health-africa-over-next-50-years
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2774102
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/mrc-gida/2020-03-26-COVID19-Report-12.pdf
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)00632-2/fulltext


Source: Our World in Data

Why have there been relatively few COVID-19

cases and deaths reported in Africa when

compared with other regions?

There are three leading explanations for why

there have been relatively few COVID-19 cases

and deaths reported in Africa: true differences

in risk, the effects of mitigation measures and

underdetection.

�. Is the risk of death from COVID-19 lower in

Africa?

First and foremost, age is the single strongest

predictor of the risk of death from COVID-19.

Estimates of age-specific COVID-19 fatality

rates suggest that someone who between 65

and 74 years of age is over 600 times more

likely to die of COVID-19 than someone who is

under 35 years of age. Africa has a relatively

young population, with a median age of 19.7

years for the continent, whereas in the U.S., for

example, the median age is 38.6 years. There

are an estimated 1.05 billion people 60 or older

in the world; only 73 million (7%) of them live in

Africa.

https://ourworldindata.org/explorers/coronavirus-data-explorer?zoomToSelection=true&time=2020-02-17..latest&pickerSort=asc&pickerMetric=location&Metric=Confirmed+cases&Interval=7-day+rolling+average&Relative+to+Population=true&Align+outbreaks=false&country=Africa~North+America~South+America~Asia~European+Union
https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/covid-pandemic-mortality-risk-estimator
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10654-020-00698-1
https://population.un.org/wpp/Graphs/DemographicProfiles/Pyramid/903


Source: United Nations

To explore whether population age structure

may explain the difference in reported COVID-19

deaths, one may apply age-specific COVID-19

case fatality rates to regional population age

structures. A preprint analysis that used this

approach estimated that the rate of COVID-19

deaths in North America would be four times

higher than the rate in Africa. As of May 10,

2021, approximately 0.1% of North America’s

population had reportedly died from COVID-19

compared with approximately 0.01% of Africa’s

population—a ten-fold difference. Also of note,

studies suggest that given contact with a

COVID-19 case there is variation in

susceptibility to infection by age, with children

less likely to be infected than adults. That

children comprise a relatively high proportion

of Africa’s population may reduce transmission

and thereby reduce case counts. However, this

factor alone cannot explain the vast

differences in incidence or cumulative case

counts among regions. 

There have been other hypotheses proposed to

attempt to explain Africa’s relatively low case

counts. Climate is invoked as a potential

https://population.un.org/wpp/Graphs/DemographicProfiles/Pyramid/84
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.05.19.20106914v1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7386533/
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0238339


pandemic-mitigating factor: warmer, wetter

weather could reduce transmission of SARS-

CoV-2. However, many countries with tropical

climates are low- or middle-income and thus

may have reduced capacity to detect cases, as

well as a range of factors (including younger

population age structure) that may also reduce

COVID-19 burden. Multiple studies suggest it is

likely that factors other than climate are more

important drivers of COVID-19 spread. Other

hypotheses include: population genetic

factors; cross-protective immunity due to

coronaviruses other than SARS-CoV-2;

differences in population mobility; differences

in population density; increased time spent

outdoors; and the list goes on. As of this

writing, there is not strong evidence that any of

these factors sufficiently explain the

comparatively low case rates reported from

Africa. 

 

�. Have African countries achieved greater success

in mitigating the spread of COVID-19 compared

to countries in other regions? 

As we previously wrote, many African countries

acted early to implement public health and

social measures to prevent disease

transmission. The first COVID-19 case in Africa

was reported in Egypt on Feb. 14, 2020, just two

weeks after the World Health Organization

(WHO) had declared the outbreak a public

health emergency. On Feb. 22, an emergency

meeting involving the African Union, Africa CDC

and ministers of health from across the

continent was convened to develop and

endorse a continental strategy for controlling

COVID-19 in conjunction with WHO. As of April 1,

2020, there were approximately 6,000

confirmed cases across all of Africa, and most

countries had fewer than 100 cases. Despite

this low level of detected cases, most African

countries had stringent measures in place

including school closures, workplace closures

and travel restrictions. 

Countries were also able to leverage their

extensive experience controlling other

epidemics. For example, Rwanda had designed

comprehensive infection control plans after

the 2014-16 Ebola epidemic in West Africa that

included intensive monitoring at borders,

efforts that were expanded to include

screening for SARS-CoV-2. These rapid

responses may have contributed to lower levels

of disease being introduced—slowing the initial

spread of COVID-19 on the continent. South

Africa adopted a model COVID-19 alert level

system to inform the type and duration of

mitigation measures needed to control the

spread of COVID-19 while minimizing secondary

harms to the extent possible. This system

guides the implementation of mitigation

measures using several criteria including the

amount of SARS-CoV-2 transmission, health

system capacity and socioeconomic impacts

of mitigation measures. 

 

�. How much of a problem is COVID-19

underdetection in Africa?

Many factors may influence capacity to

adequately detect COVID-19 cases. First, as we

previously wrote, COVID-19 case counts are

highly dependent on the quantity of COVID-19

testing. The rate of COVID-19 tests per

population continues to be lower in Africa than

most other parts of the world. For example, by

May 7, 2021, the Our World in Data database

showed that as a 7-day rolling average there

were more than 14 tests performed per 1,000

population in the United Kingdom, 2.7 per 1,000

population in the United States, 1.3 per 1,000 in

India and Colombia, but only 0.4 per 1,000

population in South Africa and less than 0.1 per

1,000 population in the Democratic Republic of

Congo. As others have cautioned, because of

limited testing, relatively lower rates of COVID-

19 cases and deaths should not be

misconstrued as evidence that COVID-19 has

not had an impact in Africa. A study of data

from Madagascar suggested that fewer than 1%

of COVID-19 cases were detected in the country

through August 2020, in part because of

limited testing capacity and insufficient

access to health care.

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0238339
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01234-8
https://preventepidemics.org/covid19/science/insights/update-on-covid-19-in-africa/
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)00632-2/fulltext
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7255759/
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200401-sitrep-72-covid-19.pdf?sfvrsn=3dd8971b_2
https://preventepidemics.org/epidemics-that-didnt-happen/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0961-x
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0961-x
https://www.gov.za/covid-19/about/coronavirus-covid-19-alert-level-1
https://preventepidemics.org/covid19/science/insights/update-on-covid-19-in-africa/
https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus-testing
https://www.bmj.com/content/372/bmj.n334
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7580764/


Source: Our World in Data

Over the past 14 months, COVID-19 testing

capacity expanded quickly but unevenly in

Africa, which suggests that the extent of

underdetection of cases likely varies by

location. In early February 2020, only three

African countries were able to perform COVID-19

tests. In April 2020, the African Union

Commission and Africa CDC, with support from

Resolve to Save Lives and others, launched the

Partnership to Accelerate COVID-19 Testing

(PACT) to strengthen COVID-19 testing capacity;

by July 2020 all 55 African Union member

states were conducting COVID-19 testing. The

number of tests conducted per month

increased more than five-fold, from about

600,000 in April to about 3.5 million in

November. However, six of 55 countries

accounted for more than 62% of all COVID-19

tests reported by African states in 2020. These

same countries accounted for 70% of reported

cases (South Africa, Morocco, Ethiopia, Kenya,

Egypt and Nigeria). In contrast, one third of

countries reported fewer than 10 tests per

COVID-19 case, which corresponds to a

cumulative test positivity rate >10%. When

compared against WHO’s recommended

threshold of less than 5% test positivity, this

suggests an inadequate level of testing.

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus-testing
https://africacdc.org/news-item/african-union-and-africa-centres-for-disease-control-and-prevention-launch-partnership-to-accelerate-covid-19-testing-trace-test-and-track/
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/371/6524/27.long
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/371/6524/27.long
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)00632-2/fulltext


Access to testing may also be lower in more

remote areas. Authors of a study on the spatial

distribution of COVID-19 cases in Niger noted

that limited access to testing and awareness

of COVID-19 made it less likely that COVID-19

cases would be detected in remote areas,

which could lead to overestimates of the extent

to which the burden of disease was clustered

in the capital region. Rapid diagnostic tests

may be one way to scale up testing, particularly

in remote areas with limited resources.

However, due to poor reporting systems, results

from these antigen tests may not be reported

to public health officials for inclusion in case

counts, and antigen test sensitivity is lower

than PCR testing.

Consistent with limited capacity, early in the

pandemic, testing policies in most African

countries prioritized testing for those most

likely to be positive, such as symptomatic

people admitted to hospitals, or travelers

entering the country to prevent spread. By April

2021, in most countries testing became

available to anyone with symptoms, and an

increasing number of countries were offering

open testing, including for people without

symptoms. Despite an overall trend toward

greater availability of testing, there have been

temporary declines in testing access or

demand in some countries. For example, in late

2020, the Ghana Health Service decided to

focus testing on symptomatic patients seeking

care at hospitals due to a backlog of samples

waiting for testing. Testing rates declined until

January 2021, when contact tracing was

reactivated in some Ghanaian cities, more

people sought care for COVID-19 symptoms at

hospitals and demand increased at private

laboratories offering testing required for travel.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7719275/
https://africacdc.org/download/interim-guidance-on-the-use-of-rapid-antigen-tests-for-covid-19-response/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7289731/
https://www.graphic.com.gh/news/general-news/covid-19-symptomatic-persons-to-be-prioritised-for-testing-as-ghs-clears-backlog-of-23-000-samples.html


Source: Our World in Data

Challenges in detecting cases are further

compounded by factors beyond testing and

reporting capacity. First, a significant

proportion of SARS-CoV-2 infections may be

asymptomatic. Children are more likely to be

asymptomatic than adults, and children

comprise a relatively high proportion of Africa’s

population. Second, when people develop

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus-testing
https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/full/10.7326/M20-3012
https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/full/10.7326/M20-3012
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/mrc-global-infectious-disease-analysis/covid-19/report-37-children/


symptoms, they may not seek the care of a

licensed medical provider, which can limit

opportunities to test for COVID-19. Globally,

cultural, economic and logistical factors limit

access to health care or care-seeking; some of

these barriers may have particularly affected

case detection in Africa. Studies conducted in

Africa before the COVID-19 pandemic illustrated

the extent to which formal care-seeking may

be limited. For example, in two urban areas of

South Africa, people with respiratory symptoms

more frequently consulted pharmacies than

government health care facilities. In

Madagascar, national surveys indicated that

less than half of people with respiratory

symptoms sought formal health care. In rural

Kenya, although care-seeking was common

among those who fell ill, less than half of care

seekers went to formal health facilities and the

majority who did had previously sought care

elsewhere. If care-seeking is delayed, SARS-

CoV-2 viral test results are more likely to show

a false negative, since the amount of virus

present wanes over time. During the COVID-19

pandemic, additional barriers to care-seeking

have included health care facility closures,

public health and social measures that restrict

access to facilities, additional economic

barriers and fear of contracting COVID-19 at a

health facility. In addition, concerns about the

costs of quarantine may also disincentivize

COVID-19 testing. For example, in Kenya, people

reported fear of a positive test result as a

barrier to testing because those who tested

positive were required to quarantine and the

costs of quarantine were covered by patients.

For any or a combination of these reasons, even

testing a majority of those who present for

COVID-19 testing could result in the detection

of only a small minority of infections. 

 

Considering the possibility of case and death

underdetection, what can other sources of

data tell us?

Seroprevalence surveys suggest significant under-

detection of SARS-CoV-2 infections in Africa

Seroprevalence studies, which test blood

samples for antibodies to a pathogen to

determine the proportion of people that have

been exposed in the past, may provide an

alternative measure of the proportion of the

population infected in the past. Seroprevalence

studies have been used to estimate the true

spread of COVID-19 across the globe

throughout the pandemic, and may be a

particularly valuable tool to assess the

situation in Africa given the barriers to

detection described above. Indeed, a number of

COVID-19 seroprevalence studies have been

conducted in Africa; many of the results can be

viewed on the SeroTracker website, which

tracks the results of seroprevalence studies

globally. 

Seroprevalence estimates from Africa vary

widely, both among and within countries. This

may be expected given the heterogeneity in

risk between settings and populations and

across time, even if seroprevalence estimates

are derived by testing the general population.

Indeed, a critical factor in interpreting the

results of a seroprevalence study is the

population that was targeted for testing, as

this may limit the generalizability of results.

For example, many studies have been

conducted using samples from blood

donations, but blood donors may not represent

the general population. This is for many

reasons, including their limited age range and

relative good health, that they have physical

access to blood donor sites (they are likely to

live in urban areas and are not shielding at

home) and that there may be economic

incentives to donate. For these reasons, the

Africa CDC is working to standardize the

method of conducting serosurveys in Africa by

supporting multinational population-based,

age, and gender-stratified serosurveys that use

standardized protocol and data collection

tools. 

A sample of seroprevalence studies from Africa

are presented here. These were chosen to

represent findings from several

different countries and study designs::

An April 2020 cross-sectional study of 301

adult residents of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanhl/article/PIIS2666-7568(20)30010-6/fulltext
https://www.ajol.info/index.php/pamj/article/view/183322
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7580764/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1201971210024380
https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/full/10.7326/M20-1495
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/africaatlse/2020/06/25/declining-health-service-use-in-nairobi-has-health-implications-beyond-covid-19/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7289731/
https://serotracker.com/en/Explore
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7546669/
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/371/6524/27.long#ref-11
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.13.337287v1


who had no known history of COVID-19 or

contact with a COVID-19 case found that

7.6% tested positive for antibodies to SARS-

CoV-2. As of the study date, there had been

28 confirmed COVID-19 cases in Addis

Ababa; results suggested that the true

number of infections in Addis Ababa was

likely much higher than reported cases. 

A January 2021 study of nearly 5,000 blood

donors between the ages of 15-69 from four

provinces in South Africa, estimated that

seroprevalence varied between provinces

but was high in each one:  Eastern Cape –

63%; Northern Cape – 32%; Free State – 46%;

and KwaZulu-Natal – 52%. Researchers used

those numbers to estimate that the true

number of infections was likely many times

higher than the number of cases reported.

For example, in Eastern Cape, they

estimated that infections may have been

underdetected by 15-fold.  

A May 2021 study of 3,000 blood donors

between the ages of 15-64 who donated to

any of four regional blood transfusion

centers in Kenya found that 5.6% tested

positive for antibodies to SARS-CoV-2.

Researchers used that finding to estimate

that approximately 1.3 million infections

may have occurred by May 30, 2020; only

2,093 cases had been reported in Kenya by

that date. 

A study of 84 asymptomatic health care

workers in Blantyre, Malawi, conducted

from May-June 2020 found that 12% were

positive for antibodies to SARS-CoV-2. Four

weeks after the survey, 17 COVID-19 deaths

had been reported in Blantyre. Researchers

used their findings to estimate that

approximately eight times more deaths

may have occurred in Blantyre than the

number reported, though they recognized

that health care workers may be at greater

risk of COVID-19 than members of the

general population. 

A June 2020 preprint study conducted in

Niger State, Nigeria, selected 185

participants who were representative of

different age, gender and occupational

groups to be tested for antibodies to SARS-

CoV-2. Testing revealed an overall

seroprevalence of 25% and a seroprevalence

of 37% among health care workers.

Seroprevalence was higher among males

than females and in older age groups when

compared with younger age groups, but was

similar between urban and rural dwellers.

The results of a study with this type of

design, in which participants who are

representative of the general population are

selected for inclusion, may be more

generalizable.

There are several other limitations to

seroprevalence studies. Antibody tests may not

always detect SARS-CoV-2 antibodies that are

present, yielding false negative results. To

account for this possibility, some studies

adjust antibody test results upwards. The

accuracy of antibody tests may also differ

among populations. This may occur because of

the immunologic effects of other diseases

such as malaria, as was noted by a

seroprevalence study from Benin. Several

studies have noted challenges interpreting the

results of antibody tests performed in African

populations, bolstering the argument that

tests should be locally validated. Although

some seroprevalence studies have assessed

the accuracy of SARS-CoV-2 antibody tests

using locally obtained samples, many have not.

In addition, antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 may

decline after infection. This has led some

researchers to suggest that the prevalence of

antibodies at a given point in time may not

truly reflect all cases and that seroprevalence

estimates should be adjusted for the waning of

antibodies over time (correcting upwards to

account for the people who may have

previously been seropositive).

Despite the limitations and caveats that must

be considered when interpreting the results of

seroprevalence studies, the results of studies

conducted across Africa overwhelmingly

suggest that many more infections have

occurred than have been captured by the

number of COVID-19 cases reported. 

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33594353/
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/371/6524/79
https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/articles/5-199/v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.08.04.20168112v1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7774555/
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/langlo/article/PIIS2214-109X(21)00060-7/fulltext
https://www.bioworld.com/articles/499477-multiple-surveys-show-decline-of-sars-cov-2-antibodies
https://journals.lww.com/epidem/Abstract/9000/Estimating_the_cumulative_incidence_of_SARS_CoV_2.98272.aspx


Source: SAMRC

Excess and other mortality data suggest a larger

impact of COVID-19 in Africa

Excess mortality—the number of deaths from

all causes during a crisis above and beyond

what is expected under “normal” conditions—

may be used to estimate the true spread of

disease when there are limitations to detecting

and reporting cases. As we wrote previously, by

capturing both direct and indirect effects of

the pandemic on mortality, excess mortality

can provide a more complete picture of the

burden of the pandemic on a society.

To estimate excess mortality, historical

mortality data are used to project the expected

number of deaths from all causes during a

given period. Excess mortality is then

calculated as the difference between the

observed and expected number of deaths. As

shown below for South Africa, the orange line

represents the expected number of deaths

based on historical mortality data whereas the

black line shows the actual number of deaths

per week throughout 2020 and 2021. From May

2020-May 2021, South Africa reported 157,542

excess deaths, or almost three times more

deaths than the 54,687 confirmed COVID-19

deaths reported by May 9, 2021. Similarly, data

from Tunisia and Egypt suggest that all-cause

mortality may have increased by as much as

60-80% during pandemic peaks.

However, mortality data in most African

countries are not complete enough to reliably

estimate excess mortality. As of 2015, fewer

than 40% of deaths were registered in Africa; in

some locations COVID-19 has further disrupted

existing civil registration systems. 

Through a modeling study of global excess

deaths (which includes both deaths from

COVID-19 and increased deaths from other

causes from disruptions to the healthcare and

other system), the University of Washington

Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation

(IHME) estimated the ratio of reported COVID-19

deaths to actual COVID-19 deaths. Their model

suggests that there may have been about three

times as many deaths from COVID-19 as

reported by countries in Africa. For some

countries, the correction was much larger. For

example, Egypt reported 13,529 deaths from

https://www.samrc.ac.za/reports/report-weekly-deaths-south-africa?bc=254
https://odihpn.org/resources/interpreting-and-using-mortality-data-in-humanitarian-emergencies/
https://preventepidemics.org/covid19/science/weekly-science-review/november-14-december-4-2020/
https://www.samrc.ac.za/reports/report-weekly-deaths-south-africa?bc=254
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/excess-mortality-p-scores?country=TUN~EGY
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(15)60171-4/fulltext
https://repository.uneca.org/ds2/stream/?#/documents/faa6c589-ef23-5ff4-b07f-b69b92f93f47/page/9
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/AJPH.2021.306203
http://www.healthdata.org/special-analysis/estimation-excess-mortality-due-covid-19-and-scalars-reported-covid-19-deaths


Source: IHME

COVID-19 through early May 2021, but the IHME

model suggests that there were actually about

12 times more deaths, for a total of 170,000

lives lost to COVID-19. Even with these

corrections, the estimated per capita mortality

rate in most African countries is low compared

to the United States and many European and

Latin American countries. A weakness of this

model is that it is based primarily on data from

countries with complete mortality registration,

which are predominantly high income. This

may limit the accuracy of modeled estimates

for African countries.

During the pandemic, besides the excess

mortality caused by COVID-19, crisis conditions

likely have also contributed to excess mortality

in African countries. Due to significant poverty,

health system fragility, food insecurity,

political instability and heavy baseline burden

of other diseases, such as malaria,

tuberculosis, and HIV, African populations may

be particularly vulnerable to crisis conditions.

As we previously wrote, the COVID-19 pandemic

http://www.healthdata.org/special-analysis/estimation-excess-mortality-due-covid-19-and-scalars-reported-covid-19-deaths
https://preventepidemics.org/covid19/science/weekly-science-review/august-8-14-2020/


and response may have devastating health

effects due to impacts on local health systems

and, in particular, on essential health services.

For example, UNICEF reported that nearly one

million Ghanaian children have missed out on

routine essential health services, including

routine immunizations, while another 1.6

million primary school aged children in Ghana

lost access to school meals. Across the

continent, income loss remains widespread

and continues to worsen, exacerbating

conditions that lead to increased morbidity

and mortality from a range of diseases. WHO

also has reported disruptions in supply chains

for essential materials for malaria prevention—

such as long-lasting insecticidal nets and

antimalarial medicines. These health impacts

of the pandemic and response efforts, as well

as enormous social, economic, nutritional and

educational impacts, are likely to have long-

lasting consequences in Africa. 

In settings where not all deaths are registered,

reports that funerals or burials are occurring

more than is typical may also suggest that

there is excess mortality. For example, in Kano,

Nigeria, grave diggers raised concerns about a

sudden three- to four-fold increase in the

number of bodies requiring burial in April,

2020. At the time, the only laboratory in the

state that offered COVID-19 testing was

temporarily closed, which may have allowed

COVID-19 to spread undetected. After further

investigation, it was estimated that COVID-19

may have caused at least 50-60% of the deaths.

A potentially highly informative, though

challenging to obtain, source of data on COVID-

19 deaths is autopsy data. Researchers

conducted PCR testing for SARS-CoV-2 on a

random sample of deceased people of all ages

at the University Teaching Hospital morgue in

Lusaka, Zambia, during June–October, 2020. Of

364 deceased people with available PCR data,

70 (19.2%) tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. Most

of those deaths (51/70; 73%) occurred in the

community; none of those people had been

tested for SARS-CoV-2 before death. Among the

19 people who tested positive and died in the

hospital, six were tested for COVID-19 before

death. Although it was not possible for

researchers to ascertain whether COVID-19 was

the cause of death, data on symptoms before

death were obtained for 52 of those who tested

positive; the majority of them (44/52) had

typical symptoms of COVID-19. This study

suggests that it was common for people who

died in Lusaka during the study time period to

have been infected with SARS-CoV-2 and that

mortality from COVID-19 may have been vastly

underestimated in Lusaka. Results also

showed that a minority of those who died and

tested positive were tested before death,

including none of those who died in the

community. 

https://www.unicef.org/ghana/media/3486/file/Effects%20of%20COVID-19%20on%20Women%20and%20Children%20in%20Ghana%20(II).pdf
https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/coronavirus-disease-covid-19-malaria-and-covid-19
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-africa-death-idUSKCN24E0KF
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-52454259
https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-nigeria-kano-idUSL8N2DL4Z7
https://www.bmj.com/content/372/bmj.n334
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Conclusion

Evidence from a wide range of sources

suggests that the true number of COVID-19

cases and deaths in Africa is significantly

higher than official counts. A better

understanding of the true burden of COVID-19

in Africa is critical to guide ongoing efforts to

mitigate the spread of, and mortality from, the

disease. 

In the absence of and until there is widespread

vaccination coverage, public health and social

measures continue to be an important strategy

for COVID-19 control in Africa. However, these

measures can be associated with negative

social and economic effects that have taken a

severe toll on people in Africa over the past 14

months. To minimize negative secondary

effects, public health and social measures

need to be carefully calibrated to match

transmission levels. Detailed, timely data on

COVID-19 cases at the subnational level can

help determine when measures can be relaxed

to mitigate negative impacts, and when more

stringent measures are needed. Improving the

quality and completeness of data on COVID-19

cases and deaths will require innovative

strategies for improving data information

systems and further expansion of access to

testing. 

A more complete account of the burden of

COVID-19 in Africa can also inform local and

global risk perceptions. Where COVID-19

morbidity and mortality are underestimated,

people may view COVID-19 as posing little

threat and may be less likely to adhere to and

support measures such as physical distancing

or wearing masks. Underestimation of the true

burden in Africa may reduce the will of, and

urgency among, other countries and

international bodies to distribute vaccines and

other resources to sustain a sufficient COVID-

19 response.  

https://www.bmj.com/content/372/bmj.n334


Research Highlights

Africa may yet face future waves of COVID-19,

including with more dangerous variants.

COVID-19 surges associated with new SARS-

CoV-2 variants are occurring globally,

overwhelming health care systems and

causing  many deaths. Even countries where

COVID-19 had previously been relatively well-

contained have recently become overwhelmed.

Countries with adequate access to vaccines

are able to relax public health and social

measures to relieve secondary social and

economic effects of the pandemic. However,

only 1% of the COVID-19 vaccines administered

globally have been given in Africa and the

extent to which mitigation measures will be

needed to combat COVID-19 in Africa over the

coming months is unclear. What is clear is that

COVID-19 has taken a heavy—and likely largely

uncounted—toll in Africa.

TRANSIENT REDUCTIONS IN HIV CLINIC

ATTENDANCE AND FOOD SECURITY

DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC FOR

PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV IN FOUR

AFRICAN COUNTRIES

(Clinical Infectious Diseases, April 2021)

Main message: A study of people living with

HIV in Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda and Nigeria

found that the COVID-19 pandemic had short-

term effects on food security and HIV clinic

attendance but that these effects had

dissipated by September 2020.  Further, there

was no effect on antiretroviral treatment (ART)

adherence, potentially because a very high

percentage of participants (89%) had access to

more than three months supply of ARTs.  

Participants were enrolled in the AFRICOS

cohort study, which includes both people

living with HIV and participants living

without HIV (5:1 ratio) in Tanzania, Kenya,

Uganda and Nigeria.  Researchers compared

responses to questions about HIV care and

treatment and food security before the

pandemic (January 2019-March 2020),

during the early stage of the pandemic (May

2020- September 2020) and during the

later stage of the pandemic (September

2020-February 2021).

Compared to pre-pandemic levels, people

living with HIV were 36% less likely to attend

HIV clinic visits during the early stage of the

pandemic (95% CI: 0.45 – 0.91).  No

significant difference was found between

the pre-COVID and late-COVID period. 

Despite the lower clinic attendance in the

early COVID-19 period, there were no

significant associations between ART

adherence and the COVID-19 pandemic.

Interestingly, viral suppression was actually

3.3 times more likely in late COVID-19

compared to pre-pandemic. One factor that

may have affected adherence levels was 

that 89% of participants in the pandemic

periods reported having access to at least

three months of medication supply. 

Results for food security were somewhat

similar. People living with HIV were 33% less

likely to have had enough to eat in the early

COVID-19 period compared to pre-COVID

(95% CI: 0.55 – 0.83) and 23% more likely to

have had to reduce either the number or

size of meals (95% CI: 1.0 – 1.5).  No

significant differences were found between

the pre-pandemic and later pandemic

period. Similar results were not observed for

participants without HIV (e.g. no significant

reduction in food security during early

COVID-19).

Limitations of this study include that

participants enrolled in a cohort study of

people living with HIV may not be

representative of all people living with HIV.

Further, the participants who attended a

cohort study visit during the pandemic

period may not be representative of even

the cohort overall (~25% of participants did

not attend during the pandemic period).

https://apnews.com/article/africa-coronavirus-vaccine-coronavirus-pandemic-business-government-and-politics-2d5eab50c1ef8bd63b1a48331f4c3025
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab379/6255964


Participants who did not attend were

significantly different than those who did.

Demographically, they were more likely to

be unemployed and to live further from the

study site; clinically, they were also more

likely to be adherent to their ART but also

more likely to have a viral load >1000.
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